EMPLEYMENT OF SPECIALISTS IN ECHS POLYCLINICS (MED SPECIALIST, GYNAECOLOGIST & RADIOLOGIST)

1. Monthly pay of Specialists has been upwardly revised as Rs One lakh/month w.e.f. 24 Jan 2019 besides being delinked from first/sec year model.

2. Specialists are currently being given the said pay while working only for five hours in a day as against eight hours by other contractual employees. It has been reported by some Polyclinics that Specialists don’t see normal patients viz Gynecologist doesn’t see patients unless it is Gynecology related. Such an approach is not patient friendly as all specialists are MBBS also.

3. It will be therefore instr to all Polyclinics under your AOR where Specialists are posted to treat other patients also when specialized treatment category is not available.
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